
Oil Fired Evaporators 
 
Unlike wood fired evaporators where the flames heat the pans, oil fired evaporators operate on the 
principle of radiant heat. This means that the ball of flame that you see in the combustion chamber is 
not coming in contact with any surface within the arch or pans. The flame generates a tremendous 
amount of heat which we hold in the arch by controlling the draft. Unlike wood arches, oil fired arches 
require a minimum draft so that the heat in the fire box can be used to optimal efficiency. The draft at 
the stack of an oil fired evaporator should remain between .05 and .08 and never exceed 1.0. Most oil 
fired evaporators will require the use of a barometric damper to accurately control the draft and 
maintain the same draft throughout the boiling time.  
 
The flame will appear suspended within the firebox, or combustion chamber, and should have no 
contact with any surface of that chamber. If this is not the case and the flame does hit a surface that is 
called impingement. Impingement is determined by looking inside the arch without the burner running. 
The inside of an oil arch and the bottom pans should have no black soot anywhere, with the exception 
of the back 1/3 of the flue pan. If you have an intense black build up in one area that is the sign of 
impingement and it will probably be accompanied by a ball of carbon within the fire box. However, it is 
also possible to have an even build up throughout the entire arch. When build up is even, it is a sign that 
the burner is not burning clean. Another sign of an unclean burner is dark smoke coming out of the 
smoke stack. The exhaust of a properly installed oil fired evaporator should remain virtually clear at all 
times. If the burner is not burning clean a retention head adjustment is needed to clean the burn up. 
Before attempting to make an oil burner adjustment you should always consult with a professional 
technician and the oil burner’s manual.  
 
If the draft is not set properly, you will notice signs in the way your evaporator boils. If the syrup pan 
does not boil along the front or either rail, this usually is a sign that the draft is too high. When the flue 
pan boils great at the front and barely bubbles at the back,  meanwhile the syrup pan is boiling like crazy 
it is very possible that the draft is not set high enough.  
 
Be careful not to confuse a draft problem with lack of heat.  Oil fired evaporators quite often just need 
more heat to work correctly or perhaps a simple nozzle change. Raised flue evaporators normally 
require a slightly higher firing rate than a drop flue evaporator. Every sugar maker should find a 
comfortable level for themselves and their evaporator.  


